IN-SWING DOOR
PANEL W/HOPPER INSERT
1" AND 1-1/4" INSULATED & 9/16"
SINGLE GLAZING SHOWN

1. NAIL-ON HEAD W/HOPPER INSERT
2. H/O HORIZONTAL TDL BAR
3. O/H HORIZONTAL TDL BAR
4. STANDARD SILL W/HOPPER INSERT
5. BLOCK JAMB HANDLE SIDE W/HOPPER INSERT
6. NAIL-ON JAMB HINGE SIDE W/HOPPER INSERT
7. PAIRED DOORS AT ASTRAGAL W/HOPPER INSERT

CAUTION: OPENED VENT INSERTS:
- MAY LIMIT SWING,
- MAY INTERFERE WITH DOOR OPERATION,
- MAY CREATE WALKWAY HAZARD OR OBSTRACTION,
- MAY REQUIRE DOOR STOPS TO PREVENT WALL OR INSERT DAMAGE.

GLASS PENETRATION: 1/2"
- 3/32" VENT FLUSH TOLERANCE IN CLOSED POSITION.
- EXTERIOR-RATED PRODUCTS HAVE WEEP SLOTS ON HORIZONTAL SILLS.